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HOW TO SURVIVE FINALS…in five easy steps  
1. Schedule Your Time Differently. Finals week has a very different “feel” doesn’t it. It’s exciting, busy and frustrating all at 

the same time. As we approach break you will find that you have more free time but more things to get done in that time. 

It’s important that you pick your priorities for these last few weeks of school, now! Once your priorities are established, 

plan your time around that and realize that it should be different than what you have been doing all semester 

because…well…finals do make everything different!  

 

2. Work Intentionally. Rest Intentionally. When you sit down to do homework, know exactly what you want to get done 

and set a time limit for yourself. When you want to relax make sure you do it right. Have a plan for a movie, a good phone 

conversation or a moderate workout. Whatever you do, don’t sit around doing nothing because that creates boredom and 

boredom kills motivation and momentum. Know what you are doing and why you doing it during this critical time of year.    

 

3. Don’t Quit.  Finish strong. Getting a good grade on a final can be enough to push your final grade up considerably.  

 

4. Stay Hydrated. Your brain works best when it’s hydrated. Dehydration causes fatigue and headaches, which will distract 

you from your work. Caffeine dehydrates you more, so for every coffee you have, have a glass of water. Your body and 

mind will thank you. 

 

5. Ask for Help. If you realize that you are not getting a certain concept it is important that you ask for help. Ask a friend, 

go to the Village Study Night or ask your professor. Do not waste too much time trying to “teach yourself” something that 

someone can quickly explain to you.   

 

WRITING A PAPER…tips, guides and answers 
http://homeworktips.about.com/od/citationsandbibliography/Citations_and_Bibliography.htm 

Writing a good college paper means formatting it correctly. If you find yourself with questions about format or citations, 

simply follow this link to get help with:  

 Adding Footnotes on a Word Document 

 MLA Style  

 APA Style 

 Turabian Style 

 Annotated Bibliographies 

 

http://homeworktips.about.com/od/citationsandbibliography/Citations_and_Bibliography.htm

